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Ultrastructural Features of the Adult Hermaphrodite
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Genetic and embryological experiments have established the Caenorhabditis elegans adult hermaphrodite gonad as a paradigm
for studying the control of germline development and the role of soma–germline interactions. We describe ultrastructural
features relating to essential germline events and the soma–germline interactions upon which they depend, as revealed by
electron and fluorescence microscopy. Gap junctions were observed between oocytes and proximal gonadal sheath cells that
contract to ovulate the oocyte. These gap junctions must be evanescent since individual oocytes lose contact with sheath cells
when they are ovulated. In addition, proximal sheath cells are coupled to each other by gap junctions. Within proximal sheath
cells, actin/myosin bundles are anchored to the plasma membrane at plaque-like structures we have termed hemi-adherens
junctions, which in turn are closely associated with the gonadal basal lamina. Gap junctions and hemi-adherens junctions are
likely to function in the coordinated series of contractions required to ovulate the mature oocyte. Proximal sheath cells are
fenestrated with multiple small pores forming conduits from the gonadal basal lamina to the surface of the oocyte, passing
through the sheath cell. In most instances where pores occur, extracellular yolk particles penetrate the gonadal basal lamina to
directly touch the underlying oocytes. Membrane-bounded yolk granules were generally not found in the sheath cytoplasm by
either electron microscopy or fluorescence microscopy. Electron microscopic immunocytochemistry was used to confirm and
characterize the appearance of yolk protein in cytoplasmic organelles within the oocyte and in free particles in the pseudocoelom.
The primary route of yolk transport apparently proceeds from the intestine into the pseudocoelom, then through sheath pores to
the surface of the oocyte, where endocytosis occurs. Scanning electron microscopy was used to directly visualize the distal tip
cell which extends tentacle-like processes that directly contact distal germ cells. These distal tip cell processes are likely to play
a critical role in promoting germline mitosis. Scanning electron microscopy also revealed thin filopodia extending from the distal
sheath cells. Distal sheath filopodia were also visualized using a green fluorescent protein reporter gene fusion and confocal
microscopy. Distal sheath filopodia may function to stretch the sheath over the distal arm. © 1999 Academic Press
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INTRODUCTION

The formation of functional gametes is a complex and
highly regulated developmental process that begins in the
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mbryo and extends into the adult or sexually mature stage.
n many organisms, germline precursor cells are set aside
uring early embryogenesis, migrate to colonize the gonad,
nd proliferate to generate a pool of germ cells for gameto-
enesis. During these events, the required mitotic and
eiotic cell cycle transitions must be precisely coordinated
ith gametogenesis so that fertilization ultimately pro-
uces a diploid zygote capable of completing embryogenesis
nd growing into a fertile adult. Studies from a number of
ystems have shown that soma–germ cell interactions play
ritical roles in both the development of the germ line and

he physiological functions of the sexually mature gonad. In
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102 Hall et al.
the mouse, for example, Steel factor is expressed by cells in
the gonadal ridges and along the primordial germ cell
migratory pathway (Matsui et al., 1990; Keshet et al., 1991).
Steel factor interacts with the c-kit receptor on germ cells
and this interaction is required for germ cell proliferation,
migration, and survival (for review, see Fleishman, 1993).
Cell culture studies have indicated that c-kit signaling
increases germ cell survival and promotes adhesion to
somatic gonadal cells (Dolci et al., 1991, 1993; Marziali et
al., 1993; Pesce et al., 1997). While receptor–ligand interac-
tions provide one mechanism for soma–germline interac-
tions, gap junctions provide another. In the mammalian
ovary, granulosa cells form gap junctions with oocytes
(Anderson and Albertini, 1976). Mutational analysis sug-
gests that intercellular signaling through these gap junc-
tional channels is critical for oogenesis and ovulation
(Simon et al., 1997).

The nematode Caenorhabditis elegans provides an excel-
lent model system for studying the control of germline
development, gametogenesis, and the role of soma–
germline interactions. The somatic gonad develops from a
reproducible and largely invariant cell lineage, which has
enabled the identification of soma–germline interactions
using laser ablation (Kimble and White, 1981; McCarter et
al., 1997). Mutations affecting germline development and
fertility have been obtained (for review see L’Hernault,
1997; and Schedl, 1997). The C. elegans adult hermaphro-
dite gonad consists of two equivalent U-shaped gonad arms
(see Fig. 1) (Hirsh et al., 1976; for review see Schedl, 1997).
The distal portion of each gonad arm contains syncytial
germline nuclei surrounded by incomplete membranes
(Hirsh et al., 1976). Although technically a syncytium, each
germline nucleus and its associated cytoplasm are referred
to as a germ cell. Mitotic germline nuclei are found within
approximately 24 nuclear diameters from a specialized
somatic cell, the distal tip cell, that determines the axial
polarity of the gonad (Kimble and White, 1981). The distal

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the adult hermaphrodite gona
he germ line. Mitotic germ cells are located near the distal tip of the
ellularize and grow in the proximal arm. The actual position wh
iakinesis prior to undergoing meiotic maturation in the most pro
epresented by dotted lines. The posterior gonad arm (at right) depi
f sheath nuclei is indicated (Kimble and Hirsh, 1979). Sheath cell
hin filaments (indicated by stippling). Sheath cells 1 and 2 are not
espectively.
tip cell maintains a mitotic germ cell population by virtue

Copyright © 1999 by Academic Press. All right
of an inductive cell interaction mediated by the GLP-1
signaling pathway (Hirsh et al., 1976; Kimble and White,
1981; Austin and Kimble, 1987; Lambie and Kimble, 1991;
Crittenden et al., 1994; Berry et al., 1997). As germline

uclei progress more proximally, away from the distal tip
ell, they exit the mitotic cell cycle and enter meiosis.
ytologically recognizable nuclei in the pachytene stage of
eiotic prophase I are visible before the “loop” (the
-shaped bend in the gonad arm; Hirsh et al., 1976).
enetic and laser ablation studies have suggested that the

xit of germ cells from the pachytene stage requires inter-
ellular signaling (Church et al., 1995; McCarter et al.,
997). Germline nuclei undergo complete cellularization
ithin the proximal gonad and differentiate as spermato-

ytes which complete meiosis to form approximately 160
perm during the fourth larval stage of development (Hirsh
t al., 1976; Ward and Carrel, 1979). By contrast, upon
rogression to the adult stage, the germ cells differentiate as
ocytes instead of sperm (Hirsh et al., 1976), and they

remain in the diakinesis stage of prophase I prior to under-
going meiotic maturation, ovulation, and fertilization
(Ward and Carrel, 1979; McCarter et al., 1997; Rose et al.,
1997). The meiotic maturation divisions of the oocyte are
completed in the uterus (McCarter et al., 1999), and em-
bryogenesis begins.

We have analyzed the ultrastructure of the C. elegans
adult hermaphrodite gonad employing electron and fluores-
cence microscopy. This analysis has revealed several ultra-
structural features that were not reported by earlier micro-
scopic investigations (Abi-Rached and Brun, 1975; Hirsh et
al., 1976; Strome 1986; White, 1988; Newman et al., 1996)
including sheath/oocyte gap junctions, sheath/sheath gap
junctions, sheath pores, hemi-adherens junctions, and dis-
tal sheath filopodia. These structural features are likely to
underlie soma–germline intercellular signaling and the
reproductive functions of the adult gonad. These studies

r review see Schedl, 1997). The anterior gonad arm (at left) depicts
ad arm. Meiotic germ cell nuclei extend to the loop region. Oocytes
ocytes begin cellularization is age dependent. Oocytes remain in
l position. Nuclear envelope breakdown of the maturing oocyte is
e somatic cells of the gonad arm. The position of one of each pair
of the proximal arm are visibly contractile and contain thick and
ly contractile and cover part of the distal arm and the loop region,
d (fo
gon

ere o
xima
cts th
s 3–5
visib
will form the basis for mutational analyses which will
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103EM of the Adult Hermaphrodite Gonad
ultimately be required to establish biological functions for
these ultrastructural features.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)

TEM on dissected gonadal preparations was performed as de-
scribed (Rose et al., 1997). L4 hermaphrodites were selected and
cultured overnight (12–16 h) to the adult stage prior to dissection.
The dissection procedure utilized serves to release the gonad from
the body of the animal without altering its integrity or structure
(Kimble and Sharrock, 1983; Francis et al., 1995). Wild-type gonads
(C. elegans var Bristol, strain N2 from the Caenorhabditis Genet-
ics Center) were analyzed.

Intact wild-type adults were fixed for TEM in buffered aldehydes,
postfixed in osmium tetroxide, and embedded in resin for serial
sectioning according to standard methods (Hall, 1995). Animals
were sectioned in either transverse or longitudinal thin sections,
counterstained with uranyl acetate and/or lead citrate, and ob-
served in a Philips CM10 or Hitachi H-800 electron microscope.

Freeze-Fracture Electron Microscopy

Wild-type adults were fixed in buffered 2.5% glutaraldehyde for
18 h and cryoprotected in 30% glycerol overnight prior to freezing.
The fixed animals were placed between two gold discs, plunged
into liquid nitrogen-chilled isopentane, and placed into a double
replica holder for a Balzer’s 301 freeze etch device. The samples
were cleaved within the freeze etch device by free breaks, shad-
owed with Pt/C to form a metal replica, and washed in bleach
before mounting the replicas on slot grids for TEM.

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)

L4 hermaphrodites were selected en masse, grown overnight
(12–16 h) to the adult stage, and transferred to an unseeded plate to
remove bacteria. The adults were transferred to a watch glass with
0.5 ml of 13 PBS. The worms were washed with one change of 13
PBS and gonads were dissected in 13 PBS containing 0.05%
tricaine/0.005% tetramisole. The dissected gonads were trans-
ferred to a 6 3 50-mm borosilicate glass tube and the gonads were
recovered by centrifugation at 1000 rpm in an IEC clinical centri-
fuge for 2 min at room temperature. The gonadal basal lamina was
digested by incubation with 20–40 units/ml of Type II collagenase
(Worthington Biochem Corp., Freehold, NJ) in 13 PBS for 2–12 min
at room temperature. Following digestion, the gonads were placed
on ice and the supernatant was gently removed from the gonads
which had settled during the incubation period. The gonads are
fragile until fixation and solutions were added slowly so that
turbulent flows would not disrupt them. The gonads were washed
with cold 13 PBS, allowing the gonads to settle by gravity. The
gonads were then fixed with 3% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M sodium
phosphate buffer (pH 7.2) for 4 h on ice. Following fixation, the
gonads were washed three times with cold 0.1 M sodium phosphate
buffer (pH 7.0) containing 5% sucrose, incubating on ice for 15 min
during each wash. Following the final wash, gonads were pipetted
into a watch glass and intact gonads were hand selected with
viewing under a dissecting microscope. The gonads were postfixed
in 1% osmium tetroxide in 0.1 M sodium phosphate buffer (pH 7.2)
for 1 h at room temperature. The gonads were then rinsed with

several changes of 0.1 M sodium phosphate (pH 7.2) and dehydrated
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in an ethanol series (50, 70, 95, 100%). After a second change of
absolute ethanol, the gonads were placed in the cooled chamber of
a critical point drier with the samples covered with ethanol. To
prevent the samples from being damaged when solvent entered or
was vented from the chamber, we placed the gonads between
several layers of filter paper cut with a standard hole punch. Dried
samples were transferred to aluminum stubs covered with double
stick tape using a camel hair brush and desiccated overnight and
then coated with gold using a sputter coater. Gonads were exam-
ined in Hitachi S-4200 and S-500 scanning electron microscopes
operated at 1–5 or 15–20 kV, respectively.

Since we were interested in correlating the length of the distal
tip cell processes with the extent of the mitotic zone, it was
important to determine the extent of the mitotic zone in the young
adult stage (12–16 h post-L4) under our growth conditions (20°C).
The original report defining the extent of the mitotic zone (Crit-
tenden et al., 1994) employed a growth temperature of 15°C. We
quantitated the positions of mitotic nuclei relative to the distal tip
cell in 49 young adult gonad arms, using anti-phosphohistone H3
antibodies to detect mitotic germ cell nuclei (prophase to early
telophase) as described (Kadyk et al., 1998). Our results were in
agreement with those of Crittenden et al. (1995). On average, each
gonad arm contained three mitotic nuclei which were found
between 1 and 24 nuclear diameters from the distal tip cell (the
average position was 10 nuclear diameters from the distal tip cell).

Fluorescence Microscopy

Young adult hermaphrodite gonads were dissected, fixed, and
immunostained as described (Rose et al., 1997) using rat polyclonal
ntibodies against the yolk proteins YP88, YP115, and YP170
Sharrock, 1983, 1984), provided by Peg MacMorris (University of
olorado Health Science Center). MHCA expression in the gonadal

heath cells was detected using monoclonal antibody 5.6 as de-
cribed (Rose et al., 1997). Indirect immunofluorescence was visu-

alized on a Zeiss Axioskop using a planApo 633 (NA 1.4) objective.
Sheath pair 1 were visualized using plim-7::GFP, a green fluores-

cent protein (GFP) reporter gene fusion to the lim-7 homeobox gene
(O. Hobert, unpublished data) located on cosmid C04F1 (also
referred to as C04F1.3). plim-7::GFP was created by ligating a
4.13-kb PstI–BamHI genomic fragment into the pPD95.75 GFP
reporter gene vector. This lim-7::gfp fusion gene contains 2.23 kb of
59-upstream sequences, the first two exons, and the first intron of
the lim-7 gene, thus creating a fusion of the first 61 amino acids of
LIM-7 to GFP, excluding the LIM domain and the homeodomain.
Transgenic C. elegans lines were constructed by injecting
plim-7::GFP at 50 mg/ml together with 100 mg/ml of the pRF4
dominant rol-6(su1006) marker gene (Kramer et al., 1990) into
wild-type animals as described (Mello and Fire, 1995). Five inde-
pendent transgenic lines revealed similar patterns of expression in
gonadal sheath cells 1–4 and in a few head neurons. Similar
expression was observed using pJM24 (lin-15) as the coinjected
marker. GFP fluorescence was visualized in living animals and also
in dissected and fixed gonadal preparations using a Zeiss Axioskop
with a planApo 1003 (NA 1.4) objective and a Zeiss LSM410
confocal laser-scanning microscope. Dissected gonads from young
adults (15 h post-L4) were isolated as described above, except that
fixation was for only 20–30 min with 3% paraformaldehyde, in
order to preserve GFP fluorescence. The distal extent of sheath cell
1 filopodia was analyzed in 39 young adult gonads in which the
DNA was counterstained with 49,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole
(DAPI; Boehringer-Mannheim).
The length distribution of the dtc processes was evaluated using
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105EM of the Adult Hermaphrodite Gonad
a lag-2::gfp fusion construct (Fitzgerald and Greenwald, 1995).
oung adult gonads (15 h post-L4) were fixed and GFP fluorescence
as analyzed as described above. All the dtc processes in a gonad

rm that were visible by fluorescence microscopy were scored.

EM Immunocytochemistry (ImmunoEM)

Adult wild-type animals were lightly fixed in 4% paraformalde-
hyde or 2% glutaraldehyde in Hepes buffer under microwave
irradiation for 10 min at approximately 4°C. Fixed animals were
rinsed in buffer, embedded in 3% agarose in clusters, dehydrated
through alcohols, and infiltrated with LR Gold resin at 220°C.
Individual clusters were UV cured in gelatin capsules at 220°C
overnight. Thin sections were collected on formvar-coated nickel
mesh grids, and postembedding immunocytochemistry was per-
formed using an anti-YP170 (yolk protein) antibody (Sharrock,
1983, 1984) provided by Barth Grant. A gold-linked secondary
antibody (Amersham Auro-Probe, 10 nm gold) was used to visual-
ize the anti-yolk antibody by electron microscopy. After antibody
procedures, grids were rinsed, fixed with glutaraldehyde, and post-
stained with aqueous uranyl acetate (Hall, 1995).

Essentially the same results were obtained using a transgenic
strain (DH1033) expressing a vitellogenin–GFP construct under
control of a vitellogenin promoter (vit-2::gfp) to mark the location
of yolk protein. The transgenic strain DH1033 sqt-1(sc103);
bIs1[vit-2::gfp 1 rol-6(su1006)] was provided by Barth Grant (Co-
lumbia University). Three commercially available antibodies
raised against GFP (RDI Research Diagnostics rabbit polyclonal,
Quantum 11E5 mouse monoclonal, and Clontech rabbit poly-
clonal) were compared and all gave similar results. A full descrip-
tion of the EM immunocytochemistry procedures and a compari-
son of the different anti-GFP antibodies will be presented
elsewhere (D. Hall, A. Miller, and M.-C. Paupard, in preparation).

RESULTS

Gap Junctions in the Proximal Gonad

Sheath/oocyte gap junctions. Using transmission elec-
tron microscopy, we observed gap junctions at sites of close
apposition between proximal sheath cells and oocytes (Fig.

FIG. 2. Gap junctions between oocytes and proximal sheath cells.
hermaphrodite. The two most proximal oocytes (I and II) are sho
cytoplasm of oocyte I has a lower electron density and an increas
arrowheads) form a thin layer between the oocytes and the gonada
arrowhead) separates the gonadal basal lamina from the intestine (i
is indicated by an arrow. The box indicates the region from an adjac
oocytes and forms a gap junction with oocyte I (shown in more deta
between a finger-like sheath process and oocyte I. By tilting the st
of the region between the arrowheads (;0.6 mm). (C) Schematic re
Low-magnification TEM of a transverse section of a dissected gona
layer completely surrounding the oocyte except for the sheath pores
are evident (m). The oocyte nucleus (n) and nucleolus (ncl) are clea
to oocyte II surrounded most likely by sheath cell pair 4. The box
E. A sheath/oocyte gap junction formed at a region of close apposi
basal lamina (bl) and an open region corresponding to a sheath po

pit-like structure (arrowhead) adjacent to a pore. Scale bar corresponds

Copyright © 1999 by Academic Press. All right
). These junctions characteristically showed the following
eatures: (1) plasma membranes become smooth and regular
t regions of close apposition, with a narrow (;1 nm)
xtracellular gap between them; (2) at these junctions, each
embrane is somewhat more electron dense than nonjunc-

ional plasma membranes; and (3) the sheath/oocyte junc-
ions are similar to gap junctions formed in other nematode
issues, but are among the largest found in any tissue (Hall,
987; Buechner et al., 1999; D. Hall, unpublished results).
heath/oocyte gap junctions were observed at regions of
xtensive contact between sheath cell somata and oocytes
Figs. 2D and 2E). In addition, we observed gap junctions at
ites where finger-like sheath cell processes extended be-
ween oocytes (Figs. 2A–2C). In the example shown, the
unction is slightly twisted owing to the plane of section,
ut by tilting the specimen a uniform junctional apposition
ould be followed in serial thin sections between the two
rrowheads in Fig. 2B.
Further verification of gap junctional identity and size
as obtained by analyzing freeze-fracture replicas of

heath/oocyte membranes. After freeze fracture, gap junc-
ions are identified as closely packed clusters of intramem-
rane particles and shallow pits (Fig. 3). During free cleav-
ng of frozen tissue, the fracture plane tends to split the
lasma membrane of a given cell into two complementary
eaflets; the outer, exoplasmic leaflet is termed the E-face,
hile the inner, cytoplasmic leaflet is termed the P-face. A

hallow pit is left behind in one membrane leaflet when a
ap junction particle pulls away in the opposite leaflet.
hus, the pattern of particles and pits shows the placement
f individual channels. Studies in vertebrates indicate that
ach particle corresponds to a multimeric connexon trans-
embrane channel, through which ions and small mol-

cules flow (see review by Simon and Goodenough, 1998).
ccording to the current model, the innexin gene family

ncodes gap junctional components in invertebrates (Phe-
en et al., 1998a,b; see Discussion). There are about 20%
articles versus 80% pits in these E-face views (Fig. 3). The
atio of particles to pits in the E-face or P-face membrane

ow-magnification TEM of a longitudinal section of an intact adult
n this panel with the most proximal oocyte (I) at the right. The
mber and variety of organelles. The proximal sheath cells (small
l lamina. A thin pseudocoelom (clear space indicated with a large
body wall. A rare electron dense yolk granule within a sheath cell
ection where a thin process from sheath cell 5 inserts between the
B and schematized in C). (B) Sheath/oocyte gap junction (gj) formed
n serial sections, the gap junction was found to extend the length
entation of the sheath/oocyte gap junction shown in A and B. (D)
m a wild-type adult. The proximal gonadal sheath (s) forms a thin
wn in more detail in Figs. 3 and 4). Several sheath cell mitochondria
sible This section was taken in the proximal arm and corresponds
ates the region where a sheath/oocyte gap junction is enlarged in

between the sheath cell and the oocyte. Note the delicate gonadal
. The oocyte plasma membrane is observed to form a rare coated
(A) L
wn i
ed nu
l basa
) and
ent s
il in
age i
pres
d fro
(sho

rly vi
indic
tion
re (p)
to 5 mm in A and D and 0.5 mm in B and E.
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106 Hall et al.
FIG. 3. Freeze-fracture replica of the proximal gonadal sheath. (A) Low-magnification image indicating the outlines of a proximal sheath
cell 4 (arrows) covering oocyte II. The proximal boundary of sheath cell 4 is at the lower right. (B) High-magnification view of the sheath
cell surface. Clustered intramembrane particles and pits on the E-face indicate a gap junction (gj). Irregular sheath pores (p) form fenestrae

through which the oocyte surface is visible. Scale bar corresponds to 5 mm in A and 0.5 mm in B.

Copyright © 1999 by Academic Press. All rights of reproduction in any form reserved.
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107EM of the Adult Hermaphrodite Gonad
leaflets is known to vary from tissue to tissue in C. elegans
and in other invertebrate gap junctions, whereas in verte-
brate gap junctions all particles cleave to the P-face (Hall,
1987; Quick and Johnson, 1977). Diameters of sheath/
oocyte gap junction profiles in these preparations were
comparable to values obtained by thin-section analysis
(300–1000 nm). The relatively large size of these structures
could reflect the similarly large size of sheath cells and
oocytes, or they could permit high-capacity intercellular
exchange of small molecules and ions.

Sheath/sheath gap junctions. Where adjoining sheath
cell processes overlap, prominent gap junctions often form
between them (Fig. 4A). Gap junctions were observed be-
tween members of individual sheath cell pairs (e.g., 4–4) as
well as between adjacent sheath cells (e.g., 4–5). As with
sheath/oocyte gap junctions, the profile lengths of sheath/
sheath gap junctions are large (;0.3–1.7 mm). No tight
unctions or septate junctions between sheath cells were
bserved, nor were any associations with neurons. Occa-
ional adherens junctions were also noted in the proximal
heath between apposing sheath cells (data not shown). An
ttractive possibility is that due to their large size, sheath/
heath gap junctions (and occasional adherens junctions)
ay also play a structural role to anchor adjoining sheath

ells in regions of contact. Previous work established that
he POU-homeobox gene ceh-18 is required for the normal
ifferentiation and function of the proximal sheath cells
Greenstein et al., 1994; Rose et al., 1997). In contrast to
sheath/oocyte gap junctions which were rare or absent in
ceh-18(mg57) animals, sheath/sheath gap junctions were
observed and appeared similar to the wild type (data not
shown). Thus, a dearth of sheath/oocyte gap junctions may
contribute to defects in meiotic maturation and ovulation
observed in ceh-18 mutants.

Muscle-like Features of the Proximal Sheath Cells

Sheath cell contractions drive ovulation (Ward and Car-
rel, 1979). Sheath cells contain thin and thick filaments
(Hirsh et al., 1976; Strome, 1986) and express myosin heavy
hains A and B (Strome, 1986; Rose et al., 1997). Consistent
ith these observations, analysis of mutants suggests that

heath cell contractions are an actomyosin-dependent pro-
ess (Myers et al., 1996; McCarter et al., 1997; Rose et al.,

1997). Sheath cell myofilament bundles are arranged longi-
tudinally and circumferentially. Individual filament
bundles are long and very narrow with few filaments per
bundle, when compared to body wall muscle sarcomeres
(see Moerman and Fire, 1997, for a review of body wall
muscle structure).

Electron-dense plaques on the cytoplasmic face of the
sheath cell plasma membrane are associated with the
bundles (Figs. 4B and 4D), always on the cell’s basal surface.
We refer to these electron-dense plaques as hemi-adherens
junctions. The rationale for this classification is presented
below and in the Discussion. The closest myofilaments to
each hemi-adherens junction are always thin, not thick

filaments. In favorable views, the thin filaments appear to

Copyright © 1999 by Academic Press. All right
roject obliquely to the plasma membrane at hemi-
dherens junctions; thus, they are likely to serve as attach-
ent points for thin filaments. The gonadal basal lamina

ppears to attach more closely to the plasma membrane at
hese junctions (Figs. 4B and 4D). Hemi-adherens junctions
re more readily observed by TEM in dissected gonad
reparations because of their enhanced contrast compared
o intact animals. Hemi-adherens junctions are common in
heath cell pairs 3–5, but not in pairs 1 and 2. Since these
heath junctions appear to associate with microfilaments,
hey are more properly related to adherens junctions than
esmosomes (Lane and Flores, 1990; Tepass and Harten-
tein, 1994). Similar junctions are present in pharnygeal
uscles, where they were previously termed “half desmo-

omes” (Albertson and Thomson, 1976), and much more
laborate membrane junctions, called dense bodies, are well
escribed in body wall muscles (Francis and Waterston,
985; see Discussion). We propose that hemi-adherens
unctions function to anchor the myofilament apparatus
ithin the basal plasma membrane of the sheath cell and to

he exterior basal lamina.

Sheath Pores Permit Yolk Transfer to Oocytes

Detection of sheath pores by TEM. Small discontinui-
ties or gaps (0.1–0.2 mm) in the sheath cell coverage of
oocytes are very common in the proximal arm (Fig. 4C). In
TEM images of dissected gonadal preparations, these small
gap regions have the appearance of conduits between the
gonadal basal lamina and oocytes. Serial-section TEM anal-
ysis of intact gonads suggests that the gap regions are
actually small holes in individual sheath cells, which we
have termed sheath pores. The nature of sheath pores was
further explored by two independent EM techniques, which
better demonstrate their frequency and size range.

Detection of sheath pores in freeze-fracture replicas.
Sheath pores are also apparent in freeze-fracture images of
the gonad sheath with the underlying oocyte membrane
visible through the pore (Fig. 3). The size distribution
(0.1–0.3 mm) and scatter (1–2 pores/mm2) of sheath pores
appear to be equivalent by freeze fracture and SEM. There is
some indication that pores may be grouped into clusters,
separated by regions dominated by intercellular junctions.

Detection of sheath pores by SEM. To visualize the
surface of sheath cells by SEM, we modified methods for
observing the surface of myoepithelial cells from vertebrate
exocrine glands (Nagato et al., 1980). SEM images demon-
strate that the proximal sheath cells form a thin covering
over oocytes. The sheath is so thin that its outside topog-
raphy closely follows the undulations of underlying single
oocytes (Fig. 5E). Multiple small indentations on the surface
of proximal sheath cells from dissected gonads (Figs. 5E–5I)
correspond to the sheath pores visualized by TEM. In some
preparations, the samples were damaged in handling such
that the thin sheath detached or ripped (Figs. 5G–5I),
resulting in a stretching of the sheath pores much as occurs

when gauze is stretched. Nevertheless, this was informa-
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indicated. The micrograph in D was taken on an Hitachi S-500 scanning electron microscope and its scale bar corresponds to 1.5 mm.

109EM of the Adult Hermaphrodite Gonad
FIG. 4. Ultrastructure of proximal gonadal sheath cells. TEM images of sheath cells (s) and oocytes (o) from transverse sections of dissected
onadal preparations from wild-type hermaphrodites (A–D). (A) Sheath/sheath gap junction (gj) formed at a region of contact of two adjacent
roximal sheath cells. A membrane-bounded electron-dense yolk granule (y) is observed within the oocyte cytoplasm. The gonadal basal
amina (bl) is indicated. (B, D) A sheath cell with a hemi-adherens junction (hj) formed adjacent to the gonadal basal lamina (bl).
ross-sectional and tangential profiles of thick and thin filaments (arrowheads) are seen adjacent to the sheath plasma membrane (pm) and

he hemi-adherens junction. Thin filaments cluster very close to the hemi-adherens junction, while others are interspersed between thick
laments. (C) Sheath pores are seen in cross-section as breaks in the sheath cell coverage (open arrows) of oocytes. The pores extend from
FIG. 5. Scanning EM views of dissected gonadal preparations from wild-type adult hermaphrodites (12–16 h post-L4). The gonadal basal lamina
was digested using collagenase treatment, permitting the visualization of the surface of somatic gonadal cells and germ cells (round objects). (A,
B) The distal tip cell (dtc) surface. The soma of the dtc lies at the extreme distal tip of the gonad arm tightly wrapping over the germ cells, with
thin processes extending at least 10 germ cell diameters along the proximal–distal axis. An arrow points in the distal direction in A–D. (C, D)
Visualization of the distal gonad arm and sheath cell 1. Sheath cell 1 extends thin filopodia that end approximately 15 to 30 cell diameters away
from the distal tip. This results in an unsheathed or “bare” distal region indicated by an arrowhead in C. It is important to emphasize that the
germ cells in this bare region are normally covered by the gonadal basal lamina which was digested for SEM analysis. Each filopodium tends to
run distally, in a groove between germ cells, with some evidence for thinner lateral strands pressing into the groove. Note that each individual
sheath cell 1 only covers one face of the gonad and the surface of bare germ cells is seen adjacent to the margin of sheath cell 1 (D). By rotating
the sample, the margin of the sheath cell could be visualized. (E, F) The surface of the proximal gonad arm. Sheath cells (3–5) are seen in low-power
(E) and high-power views (F). Sheath pores (p) are seen as indentations in the surface of the sheath. By this method, the proximal sheath cells
appear to completely cover the proximal gonad arm, consistent with TEM results. (G–I) Some samples exhibited evidence of mechanical damage,
which were nevertheless illuminating concerning the structure of the proximal arm. In low-power (G) and high-power views (H, I), the sheath
appears to have been torn and lifted, revealing the surface of the large oblong oocytes beneath. In I, the sheath pores appear to have been stretched.
Micrographs in A–C and E–I were taken in an Hitachi S-4200 scanning electron microscope. The beam voltage and the magnification are
he gonadal basal lamina to the oocyte surface. Scale bar corresponds to 0.5 mm in A, B, and D and 1.0 mm in C.
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110 Hall et al.
tive, directly demonstrating the thinness of the sheath and
its close apposition to the oocyte.

Yolk transport through sheath pores. Yolk proteins are
synthesized by the intestine and transported into oocytes
(Kimble and Sharrock 1983) by an unknown mechanism.
The gonad is separated from the intestine by an intervening
fluid-filled pseudocoelom, which contains isolated free yolk
particles in wild-type adults. To be transported into oo-
cytes, yolk particles from the intestine must first traverse
the gonadal basal lamina and proximal sheath cells. We
considered the possibility that yolk particles are actively
taken up by sheath cells and are then transported to

FIG. 6. Yolk proteins are found within oocytes, not sheath cells. G
polyclonal antibodies against a constituent of yolk particles (yp17
yp170 expression was detected by FITC staining (green) (A, E, F) an
Double exposures were prepared in E and F to ascertain whether the
using DAPI staining (C, D). The same specimen is shown in differe
displays the oocyte bivalents in clear focus (O). Sperm in the pro
displays the proximal sheath cells. Photographs in B and F were tak
in a slightly lower plane of focus to visualize the sheath nuclei (la
sheath cell 2 contains few myofilaments. By observing the sample
localize within the oocyte and at the oocyte surface, but not with
were also obtained with antibodies to YP88 and YP115 (data no
dissected from adult males which do not synthesize yolk (Doniach a
antibodies. In some experiments faint staining was observed in th
oocytes. However, this appears not to be the case because t

Copyright © 1999 by Academic Press. All right
lectron-dense yolk granules are very rarely observed
ithin sheath cells by TEM (see Fig. 2A). To further test
hether yolk can be found in sheath cells, we examined the
istribution of yolk protein immunoreactivity in sheath
ells and oocytes by indirect immunofluorescence in dis-
ected gonadal preparations (Fig. 6). At the limits of resolu-
ion of this method, yolk protein immunoreactivity is
ound within oocytes but not sheath cells, with the most
ntense staining limited to optical planes beneath the
heath cell myofilaments. This conclusion is supported by
EM analysis on intact gonads (see below). It should be
oted that TEM analysis suggests that the total yolk par-

s dissected from wild-type adult hermaphrodites were stained with
d monoclonal antibodies against myosin heavy chain A (MHCA).
CA expression was detected by rhodamine staining (red) (B, E, F).
0 staining and the MHCA staining colocalized. DNA was detected
al planes in each panel as follows. (A, C, E) A medial optical plane
l arm are also indicated (sp). (B. D. E) A superficial optical plane
ch that the sheath myofilaments were in clear focus. D was taken
2–4) which lie nestled just beneath the myofilaments. Note that
ultiple planes, the yolk protein immmunoreactivity appeared to

e sheath cell. Scale bar in F corresponds to 10 mm. Similar results
wn). The specificity of staining was assayed by staining gonads
odgkin, 1984; Shen and Hodgkin, 1988) and do not stain with these
al arm.
onad
0) an
d MH
yp17

nt foc
xima
en su
beled

in m
in th
t sho
nd H
icle content in dissected preparations is likely to be re-
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111EM of the Adult Hermaphrodite Gonad
duced compared to the intact gonad, probably due to expo-
sure of the dissected gonad to the medium prior to fixation.
This minimizes the chance that extracellular yolk particles
could be viewed within sheath pores by immunofluores-
cence and increases the contrast between the yolk-poor
sheath and the yolk-rich oocyte cytoplasm. Furthermore,
TEM analysis of yolk particle distribution in several mu-
tants in which oocyte development is defective due to
gonad disorganization (e.g., epi-1 and epi-2) indicates that
olk accumulates in the pseudocoloem but not in sheath
ells or the germ line (D. Hall and E. Hedgecock, unpub-
ished results). Thus, when yolk transport to oocytes is
locked or reduced, as an indirect consequence of defects in
ogenesis, yolk granules do not accumulate in the proximal
heath cells, although they do accumulate in the hypoder-
is. TEM of the vit-2::gfp strain, which overproduces yolk

rotein, reveals some yolk granule accumulation in other
issues, including hypodermis and muscle, but little in
heath cells (D. Hall, B. Grant, and M.-C. Paaupard, unpub-
ished results). Taken together, these results suggest that
ranscytosis is not the major route of yolk uptake into the
onad.
In thin-section analysis of intact worms, electron-dense

olk particles were commonly associated with the sheath
ores (Fig. 7). This material is not found within the sheath
ell somata, but rather fills the space between the gonadal
asal lamina and the oocyte plasma membrane and between
heath cells and oocytes. In some regions, the electron-
ense material is associated with out-pocketings (and some
n-pocketings) of the oocyte membrane (Fig. 7A). We specu-
ate that these out-pocketings reflect recruitment of endo-
ytotic machinery. A thin layer of flocculent material often
oats the cytoplasmic surface of these out-pocketings, sug-
estive of a clathrin-mediated uptake mechanism (Mukher-
ee et al., 1997). An omega-figure with a dense coating on
he cytoplasmic surface was also observed on the plasma
embrane of a full-grown oocyte from a dissected gonad in
region adjacent to a sheath pore (Fig. 2E), suggestive of

ndocytosis.
Within oocytes, electron-dense yolk material is
embrane-bounded. We refer to the extracellular non-
embrane-bounded electron-dense material as yolk par-

icles and the intracellular, membrane-bounded material as
olk granules. These membrane-bounded osmiophilic gran-
les have a similar appearance to presumptive yolk gran-
les in intestinal cells (see Fig. 2A). The limiting membrane
round a yolk granule is best viewed at high magnification
nd is not evident in glancing sections where the membrane
s cut obliquely. It is interesting to note that in TEM of
issected gonadal preparations the electron-dense presump-
ive yolk particles within sheath pores are absent and only
hat appear to be remnants persist. Possibly this material is

eadily lost prior to fixation following the dissection proce-
ure, as might be expected for extracellular material that
lls the pores.
To further characterize the appearance of yolk protein
ggregates within cellular organelles and in the pseudocoe-

Copyright © 1999 by Academic Press. All right
om, immunoEM was used. Virtually the same results were
btained by two methods: (1) using an anti-yolk protein
ntibody on wild-type hermaphrodites and (2) using an
nti-GFP antibody on the vit-2::gfp strain (DH1033) in
hich the intestine synthesizes both vitellogenin and a
itellogenin–GFP (VIT-2–GFP) fusion protein. The primary
ntibodies were identified in the TEM using gold-labeled
econdary antibody. Consistent with the TEM results pre-
ented above, yolk protein immunoreactivity lies primarily
ithin electron-dense membrane-bounded organelles in

ull-grown oocytes (Fig. 8) and in the intestine (data not
hown). These labeled yolk granules are more electron
ense than other organelles in either tissue, thus confirm-
ng our ability to identify yolk protein aggregates in normal
issue. Large electron-dense particles in the pseudocoelom
ere also labeled, confirming that these particles contain
olk protein (Fig. 8). Young animals, such as L2 larvae,
hich are at a developmental stage where endogenous yolk
roduction has not yet begun (Kimble and Sharrock, 1983),
howed no immunogold labeling in the intestine or else-
here. In wild-type gonads, the anti-yolk antibody labeled
any particles in close association with the proximal

heath cells, in nearby portions of the pseudocoelom, in
heath pores, and between the sheath and underlying oo-
ytes (Fig. 8). In the vit-2::gfp strain, there was relatively
ittle free yolk near the gonad sheath or in the pseudocoe-
om, as the majority of the immunoreactivity seemed to
ollect in enlarged particles within the intestine (data not
hown). By immunoEM, we could not exclude the possibil-
ty that some yolk lay inside the sheath cell proper, as its
ell membranes were not well preserved by the very light
xation protocol needed to preserve yolk protein antigenic-

ty. However, the study of well-fixed tissue by TEM (see
bove) indicates that internalization of yolk protein by
roximal sheath cells is very rare.

Distal Sheath Cells Extend Filopodia over the Bare
Gonad Arm

We analyzed the ultrastructure of the distal sheath cells
using SEM (Fig. 5) and TEM (Fig. 9). In addition, a GFP
promoter fusion permitted the direct visualization of
sheath cell pair 1 in living animals and in dissected gonadal
preparations using conventional fluorescence microscopy
and laser-scanning confocal microscopy (Fig. 10). Together,
these methods have resulted in a consistent description of
the distal sheath cells.

In contrast to proximal sheath cells, pair 1 (located in the
distal arm) and pair 2 (located at the loop) contain very few
thick filaments (Fig. 9) and are not visibly contractile by
light microscopy of intact living animals. Sheath pairs 1 and
2 contain prominent endoplasmic reticulum and Golgi
apparatus (Fig. 9A) leading us to speculate that these cells
may have a secretory function. Sheath pair 2 completely
ensheathes the loop region. By contrast, sheath pair 1 does
not completely ensheath germ cells (Figs. 5C, 5D, 9, and
10). In the distal arm there are bare regions where the germ

cells are unsheathed, covered only by a basal lamina. There
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112 Hall et al.
are bare regions both at the distal margins of each sheath
cell 1 (Figs. 5C and 10) and between the two pair 1 sheath
cells which cover opposite faces of the distal arm (Fig. 5D).

FIG. 7. Yolk transport through sheath pores and endocytosis. Lo
ransverse section, while B is longitudinal. Electron-dense yolk part
olk particles in contact with the oocyte are associated with out
nderlying cytoskeleton looks diffuse and flocculent. In B, a yolk
amina to the surface of the oocyte. Note that yolk granules (y) wi
n glancing sections (dark circles in the oocyte in A), in contrast to t
o 1 mm in A and 0.1 mm in B. On rare occasion we have observed

this material was not taken up into distal germ cells (data not sho
In addition, there are patchy bare spots where each sheath g

Copyright © 1999 by Academic Press. All right
ell 1 forms a ragged border. In SEM, the distal edge of
heath cell 1 displays finger-like filopodia extending into
he bare region (Fig. 5C), often intercalated between the

) and high- (B) magnification TEM from wild-type adults. A is a
(indicated by arrows) are seen against the surface of the oocyte (o).

ketings of the oocyte plasma membrane (arrowheads), where the
cle (arrow) fills a sheath pore and extends from the gonadal basal
the oocyte appear to be membrane-bounded, except when viewed
tracellular particles which lack membranes. Scale bars correspond
ron-dense yolk particles beneath the sheath of the distal arm, but
w- (A
icles
-poc
parti
thin
he ex
elect
erm cells, at their outer edge. We have observed that the
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113EM of the Adult Hermaphrodite Gonad
distal sheath filopodia can project four germ cell diameters
from the sheath border (see Fig. 5C). Similarly, TEM of
transverse sections show that in addition to a flattened soma
pressed into the gonad, the volume of each sheath cell 1
cytoplasm is concentrated into wedges that insert between
germ cells (Figs. 9B and 9C). By contrast, an extremely thin
sheath covers the top of most germ cells. Consistent with
these TEM results, GFP expression in sheath pair 1 results in
a honeycomb pattern (Fig. 10). The clear regions in the
honeycomb pattern correspond to regions where an extremely
thin sheath covers the germ cells and thus the GFP reporter is

FIG. 8. ImmunoEM localization of yolk protein. (A) Thin section
over electron-dense granules in an oocyte (O) and over an electron-d
granules (y) within the oocyte contain immunogold label. (B) A ne
arrow) which lies in an open sheath pore (p). A thin basal lamina cov
membranes were indistinct owing to the light fixation necessary to
its relationship to the oocyte. Note that the immunogold label is v
bar corresponds to 1 mm.
below the threshold of detection. Distal sheath filapodia were fi

Copyright © 1999 by Academic Press. All right
bserved as thin wisps of GFP fluorescence at the distal
argins of sheath cell 1 (Fig. 10). The distal-most extent of

heath cell 1 filopodia was analyzed by fluorescence micros-
opy in 39 gonads and found to reach approximately 19 6 6
erm cell diameters from the distal tip of the gonad. A movie
f projections of confocal sections of the distal sheath cells can
e viewed at http://www.academicpress.com/www/journal/
b/dbsupp.htm.
TEM analysis of serial sections shows that the filapodia

xtend directly from the wedges of sheath cell cytoplasm
hat insert between germ cells. Small clusters of thin

adult wild-type hermaphrodite shows specific immunogold label
particle (arrow) in the pseudocoelom (asterisk). Electron-dense yolk
portion of the same animal showing a labeled yolk particle (large
e outer edge of each pore (indicated by small arrows). Since plasma

serve antigenicity, the sheath has been false-colored to accentuate
arely found within sheath cells (S) or body wall muscles (M). Scale
of an
ense
arby
ers th

pre
ery r
laments are commonly seen running lengthwise, at the
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114 Hall et al.
FIG. 9. Electron microscopy of distal gonad sheath cells. (A) Oblique/longitudinal section of a dissected gonad from a wild-type adult at
he loop region. Distal sheath cell 2 (s) contains prominent Golgi apparatus (arrowheads), endoplasmic reticulum, some densely staining
esicles, and mitochondria (m). There are several clusters of small dark staining vesicles, mostly located at the fringes of the Golgi stacks.

he gonadal basal lamina (indicated by solid triangles) lies outside the sheath and not between the sheath and the germ line (g). The boxed

Copyright © 1999 by Academic Press. All rights of reproduction in any form reserved.
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115EM of the Adult Hermaphrodite Gonad
deepest edge of insertion of sheath cell 1 between the germ
cells (data not shown). These cytoskeletal elements likely
strengthen the sheath cell as it envelops the outer surface of
the germ cells in a space-filling manner, converting the
bumpy texture of the germ line into a smooth outer surface
(see Figs. 5C, 5D, and 9). Tangential images of the sheath’s
apposition to the germ line also show a high density of
filaments projecting toward the plasma membrane (data not
shown). These cytoskeletal elements might attach to the
plasma membrane in order to anchor the sheath to the germ
line over a broad footing.

Sheath filopodia generally are closely apposed to the
outer surface of the germ line, with the basal lamina
remaining closely adherent. Rarely, some filopodial
branches extend more deeply between adjoining germ cells,
approaching the rachis. In thin sections, they appear to be
gradually tapered to a narrow tip (data not shown).

In contrast to proximal sheath cells, the distal sheath
cells (sheath cell pairs 1 and 2) do not have organized
systems of pores (Figs. 5C, 5D, and 9, and data not shown),
although there are often larger ragged breaks in the covering
of individual germ cells. We have not observed gap junc-
tions between germ cells and distal sheath cells. However,
we have observed sheath/sheath gap junctions in the distal
arm (data not shown). In addition, there are structures
resembling focal adhesions at regions of close apposition
between sheath cells and germ cells (Fig. 9A). These rare
junctions have an asymmetric appearance in that the germ
cell junctional face appears more electron dense (Fig. 9A).

Distal Tip Cell Processes

The distal tip cell (dtc) regulates germ cell mitosis and
entry into meiotic prophase (Kimble and White, 1981;
Austin and Kimble, 1987; Kadyk and Kimble, 1998). In the
wild type, mitotic nuclei are limited to approximately the
first 24 germ cell diameters from the dtc, the mitotic zone
(Crittenden et al., 1994). Previously, Fitzgerald and Green-

ald (1995) reported that the dtc extends processes based on
mmunofluorescence visualization of a lag-2::gfp fusion
xpressed in the dtc. Consistent with these observations,
e have directly visualized the dtc soma and its thin
rocesses using SEM (Figs. 5A and 5B). The dtc sits octopus-

region in A is magnified in the inset to show a junctional structure
distal sheath cell and a developing oocyte. Note that in the inset t
(s) when viewing at high magnification. However, there is a sm
junction. Cross-sections of the distal arm from dissected (B) and in
connect to the anucleate core or rachis (r) to form a syncytium. The
Mitochondria (m) are present within the rachis and in the syncytial
a bracket, whereas thinly sheathed germ cells are indicated by a sh
the sheath cell cytoplasm does not appear to cover the entire germ
cytoplasm between these unsheathed germ cells (arrows) that may
are larger in C than in B because a younger animal (late L4/young
C. There is no evidence for yolk uptake in these immature germ ce

n B and C.

Copyright © 1999 by Academic Press. All right
ike over the tip of the gonad, firmly gripping the leading
ew germ cells, with tentacle-like processes trailing loosely
ehind. The dtc crawls along the body wall “headfirst.” By
EM, the dtc processes appear to extend at least 10 cell
iameters along the distal–proximal axis. The trailing edge
f the dtc soma indents into the germ cells (Fig. 5B)
uggesting a close association under pressure. The dtc
rocesses appear to follow the contours of the germ cells
see Figs. 5A and 5B). At the distal extreme of the gonad
hown in Figs. 5A and 5B, every germ cell is located within
2 cell diameters from a dtc process. We have not observed

he dtc processes to overlap the distal filopodia of sheath
ell 1 by SEM or TEM, but cannot exclude the possibility
hat this can occur. In serial section analysis by TEM, the
tc processes in L4 larvae extend for approximately 3–5 cell
iameters, with fragmentary material trailing further be-
ind proximally as discontinuous blobs which appear to be
hed by the dtc processes (data not shown, D. Hall and E.
edgecock, unpublished results). To better evaluate the

ength distribution of the dtc processes, we analyzed
ag-2::gfp (Fitzgerald and Greenwald, 1995) expression in
issected gonads (n 5 69) from young adults and found that
tc processes (n 5 136) extend on average 8 6 4 germ cell
iameters from the distal tip (range 2 to 20). Therefore, the
EM, TEM, and fluorescence data suggest that the dtc
rocesses tend to be shorter than the maximal extent of the
itotic zone.

DISCUSSION

Electron microscopic analysis of the adult hermaphrodite
gonad has revealed several ultrastructural features (e.g., gap
junctions, sheath pores, sheath hemi-adherens junctions,
adherens junctions, and distal sheath filopodia) not previ-
ously reported for this tissue (see Fig. 11 for a summary).
Ultimately, mutational analyses will be critical for estab-
lishing the roles of these structures in the reproductive
functions of the gonad. Below, we discuss briefly the
potential functional roles of these structures in the context
of wild-type development as a guide for future studies.

resembles a focal adhesion (indicated by a solid arrow) between the
is no basal lamina found between the germ line (g) and the sheath
xtracellular space (indicated by an open arrow) adjacent to the
C) animals. The germ cells are covered by a thin basal lamina and
lasm of sheath cell 1 is seen as wedges between germ cells (arrows).

cells. Germ cells that are apparently unsheathed are indicated by
rrow. The two germ cells on the left are apparently unsheathed as
as revealed by high-power views. Nevertheless there is sheath cell
ct filopodia extending between them (see Fig. 5C). The germ cells
) was analyzed and a more proximal plane of section was taken in
cale bar corresponds to 1.0 mm in A, 0.5 mm in the inset, and 5 mm
that
here
all e

tact (
cytop
germ
ort a
cell,
refle

adult
lls. S
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FIG. 10. Visualization of distal sheath cells. Pair 1 sheath cells were visualized using a GFP reporter construct (see Materials and
Methods). (A–C) Visualization of distal sheath cells in a living animal. (A) Nomarski image focusing on germline nuclei in the distal arm
of the gonad (dg). The spermatheca (sp) and the uterus (u) are indicated. (B) GFP fluorescence is seen as a honeycomb pattern in which the
sheath cell cytoplasm is concentrated between germ cells. GFP fluorescence is limited to a superficial plane of focus corresponding to the
gonad surface. The nucleus of sheath 1 is visible (n) with GFP excluded from its prominent nucleolus. (C) Merged Nomarski and
fluorescence images. The bare region in the distal arm is indicated (br). (D–L) Visualization of distal sheath cells in dissected gonadal
preparations. GFP fluorescence (D, G), the respective DAPI images (E, H), and merged images (F, I), focusing on the proximal (D–F) and distal
(G–I) margins of sheath cell 1, respectively. A lower plane of focus was chosen to visualize the germline nuclei. The sheath 1 soma projects
proximally between germ cells reaching just past the loop (D, F). Distal projecting filopodia project between germ cells and reach just past
the transition zone (tz) where nuclei undergo the transition from the mitotic cell cycle to meiotic prophase (G–I). (J–L) GFP fluorescence
visualized using serial confocal z-series sections differing by 2 mm: (J) surface view, (L) interior view. The nucleus (n) of one sheath 1 cell
is visible in L. The distal margins of the two sheath cells are indicated by arrows in L. This series emphasizes the thinness of the distal
sheath, its incompleteness, and the concentration of the sheath cell cytoplasm between the germ cells. Distal is at the right in all panels.

Scale bar for A–I is shown in I and corresponds to 10 mm. Scale bar for J–L is shown in L and corresponds to 50 mm.

Copyright © 1999 by Academic Press. All rights of reproduction in any form reserved.
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117EM of the Adult Hermaphrodite Gonad
Meiotic Maturation and Ovulation

During meiotic maturation, the oocyte enters meiotic
M-phase from prophase and undergoes a structural change
termed cortical rearrangement (Ward and Carrel, 1979; Mc-
Carter et al., 1999). These germline events coincide with a
reproducible sequence of somatic motor events, involving the
proximal myoepithelial gonadal sheath cells and the distal
spermatheca, that lead to the ovulation and fertilization of the
mature oocyte. Proximal sheath cell pairs 3–5 form a thin
layer between the gonadal basal lamina and the oocytes (see
Figs. 1 and 2A). Pair 5 sheath cells directly attach to the distal

FIG. 11. Summary of ultrastructural features. Schematic represen
f the distal arm from the proximal end of the transition zone sho
ytoplasm or rachis. Pair 1 sheath cells (dark blue) do not complete
ells are covered only by the gonadal basal lamina. The cytoplasm
epresentation of the distal arm in which the gonad has been cut alo
ells and extends processes proximally. Sheath cell 1 (at right) exten
ell 1. The precise length and arrangement of the bare regions seem t
heath cell pair 4 meets sheath cell pair 5. Proximal sheath cells co
eneath the gonadal basal lamina. The precise arrangement of pro
ltrastructural features of proximal sheath cells and oocytes. S

llustrative purposes, short bars are used to denote sheath/sheat
unctions. At the ultrastructural level, these gap junctions have a
omposition is unknown. Sheath myofilaments (f) are anchored to
asal lamina (bl). Sheath pores (p) permit the transit of yolk partic
spermatheca (D. Hall, L. P. Winfrey, L. H. Hoffman, and D. i

Copyright © 1999 by Academic Press. All right
reenstein, unpublished results). As nuclear envelope break-
own approaches (;5 min prior to ovulation), the contractions
f the proximal sheath cells increase in frequency and inten-
ity (McCarter et al., 1999; Rose et al., 1997). During ovula-
ion, the proximal sheath cells pull the dilating distal sper-
atheca over the mature oocyte. The oocyte is rapidly

ertilized as it comes into contact with activated sperm
ocated in the spermatheca (Ward and Carrel, 1979). This
equence of events is faithfully executed with a periodicity of
pproximately 20–50 min, such that each gonad arm of an
dult hermaphrodite produces approximately 160 self-progeny

n of the distal (A, B) and proximal gonad (C, D). (A) Cross section
the syncytial germ cell nuclei (light blue) connected to the core

ver the gonad arm, resulting in bare regions where syncytial germ
ath cell 1 inserts between germ cells in a space-filling manner. (B)

he distal–proximal axis and opened up. The dtc (at left) covers germ
lopodia distally. There is a bare region between the dtc and sheath
variable. (C) Cross-section of the proximal arm from a region where
tely cover the proximal arm and are closely apposed to the oocyte
l sheath cells at regions of overlap has not been determined. (D)
/sheath and sheath/oocyte gap junctions are observed (gj). For

p junctions and long bars are used to denote sheath/oocyte gap
ilar appearance; whether there are molecular differences in their
i-adherens junctions (hj) which in turn are closely apposed to the
oocytes.
tatio
wing
ly co

of she
ng t
ds fi
o be
mple
xima
heath
h ga

sim
hem
n 3 days (Hirsh et al., 1976).
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118 Hall et al.
Previous results have suggested that coupling between
meiotic maturation and ovulation may be essential for
fertilization (Iwasaki et al., 1996; McCarter et al., 1997;
Rose et al., 1997). Mature oocytes that are not ovulated on
schedule become endomitotic within the gonad arm and
never undergo embryogenesis if they are ovulated at a later
time (Iwasaki et al., 1996; Myers et al., 1996; McCarter et
l., 1997; Rose et al., 1997). Similarly, when immature
ocytes are ovulated, embryonic development does not
ccur (Rose et al., 1997). How are germline and somatic
vents reproducibly coordinated to ensure production of the
aximum number of viable diploid zygotes? Recently,
cCarter et al. (1999) have shown that a sperm-associated

ignal(s) promotes oocyte meiotic maturation and stimu-
ates sheath contraction. In turn, the maturing oocyte

odulates sheath contractions at ovulation and induces
permathecal dilation (McCarter et al., 1999) using a let-23

signal transduction pathway (J. McCarter, B. Bartlett, T.
Dang, R. Hill, M. Lee, and T. Schedl, unpublished results)
involving the lfe-1 and lfe-2 genes (Clandinin et al., 1998).

e have observed sheath/oocyte gap junctions by two
ndependent electron microscopic methods: (1) thin-section
EM analysis of intact and dissected gonadal preparations
nd (2) freeze-fracture analysis. The existence of sheath/
ocyte gap junctions provides a potential mechanism
hereby electrical or molecular signals passing between

heath and oocyte could coordinate their behaviors. The
ossibility that sheath cells may modulate maturation
ositively is consistent with the findings that sheath cell
blations and ceh-18 mutations result in delays in oocyte
eiotic maturation (McCarter et al., 1997; Rose et al.,

1997). In ceh-18(mg57) mutants, sheath cells are less
closely apposed to oocytes and sheath/oocyte gap junctions
are rare or absent (Rose et al., 1997; data not shown).
McCarter et al. (1999) provided evidence that direct contact
etween oocytes and the most proximal sheath cells (pairs
and 5) is not necessary for oocyte maturation. Thus, we

xpect that sheath/oocyte gap junctions are not required for
ocyte maturation per se, but could have a modulatory role.
e speculate that communication through these junctions
ay modulate or coordinate meiotic maturation and sheath
otility. Likewise, sheath/sheath gap junctions may serve

o electrically couple proximal sheath cells to achieve the
oordinated series of contractions necessary to ovulate the
ature oocyte.
Sheath/oocyte junctions must be dynamic since indi-

idual oocytes lose contact with sheath cells when they are
vulated. At present, there are no data as to what molecules
ross these junctions or the direction in which they pass.
ttempts to visualize communication across these junc-

ions using physiological dye injections (e.g., lucifer yellow)
ave been problematic due to difficulties in resolving the
hin sheath cell bodies in vivo (D. Greenstein, unpublished

results). In mammals, gap junctions exist between the
oocyte and ovarian cumulus cells (Anderson and Albertini,
1976). Transport of cAMP through these junctions has been

proposed to regulate meiotic maturation of the oocyte (for h
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review see Wickramsinghe and Albertini, 1993). Targeted
disruption of the connexin 37 gene in the mouse causes
defects in oogenesis and ovulation (Simon et al., 1997),
supporting the idea that communication through oocyte/
cumulus cell gap junctions is essential.

Recently, Starich et al. (1996) have proposed that the
innexin gene family, defined by the Drosophila l(1)ogre and
shaking-B (also called passover) genes and the C. elegans
unc-7 and eat-5 genes, is required for the formation of
invertebrate gap junctions (see also Finbow, 1997). Accord-
ing to this hypothesis, innexins may represent invertebrate
versions of the connexins that form gap junctional channels
in vertebrates, although there is no sequence similarity
between the vertebrate and invertebrate genes. Despite this
lack of sequence similarity, both innexins and connexins
are proposed to share a similar structure with four trans-
membrane domains separating two extracellular loops and
one cytoplasmic loop (Goodenough et al., 1996; Phelen et
al., 1998a). Strong support for this hypothesis comes from
the finding that the Drosophila Shaking-B protein forms gap
junctions in paired Xenopus oocytes (Phelen et al., 1998b).

urrently, about 24 genes are believed to comprise this
nnexin gene family in C. elegans (Barnes and Hekimi,
997; Phelen et al., 1998a). An antibody against one of the
. elegans innexins labels gap junctions in the pharynx and

n early embryos by immunoEM (D. Hall, T. Starich, A.
iller, and J. Shaw, unpublished results). It will be inter-

sting to determine which members are expressed in sheath
ells and oocytes and contribute to the formation of these
ingularly large gap junctions. Ultimately, mutational anal-
sis of sheath/oocyte gap junctional components will be
equired to establish their in vivo function.

In order for myofilament contractions to alter sheath cell
hape, the myofilaments must be anchored to the plasma
embrane and the basal lamina to enable the transmission

f tensile forces. Our results suggest that hemi-adherens
unctions serve to anchor the contractile apparatus in
heath cells. Thin filaments are closely associated with
hese electron-dense plaque-like structures and appear, on
avorable views, to project obliquely into them. In addition,
he hemi-adherens junctions serve as attachment points for
he gonadal basal lamina. Similar hemi-adherens junctions
nchor the myofilaments to the plasma membrane and to
he basal lamina in pharyngeal muscle cells (previously
ermed “half desmosomes” by Albertson and Thomson,
976). Sheath cell hemi-adherens junctions also resemble
he membrane-associated dense bodies of vertebrate
mooth muscle cells (Chou et al., 1992), further supporting
he notion that the proximal gonadal sheath cells are
yoepithelial smooth muscle-like cells (Strome, 1986; Mc-
arter et al., 1997; Rose et al., 1997).
In C. elegans body wall muscle cells, actin filaments are

nchored at larger more elaborate structures termed dense
odies that project from the sarcolemma into the muscle
ell cytoplasm and organize the sarcomeres (Francis and
aterston, 1985). Several observations suggest that sheath
emi-adherens junctions share some components in com-
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119EM of the Adult Hermaphrodite Gonad
mon with body wall muscle dense bodies. First, sheath cells
express a number of muscle dense body components includ-
ing a functional pat-2 a integrin–gfp fusion (B. Williams,
ersonal communication), unc-52 perlecan (K. Rose and D.
reenstein, unpublished results), and pat-3 b integrin

(Gettner et al., 1995; K. Rose and D. Greenstein, unpub-
lished results). These markers display a “dot-like” staining
pattern that localizes to the basal surface of the proximal
sheath cells. Second, mutations in unc-52 and an interact-
ng gene, sup-38, cause gonadal defects (Gilchrist and Mo-
rmann, 1992; Rogalski et al., 1993, 1995). Third, muta-
ions in pat-3 (formerly called epi-2) and in epi-1 (encodes
aminin aB) cause defects in gonad sheath epithelialization,

as well as body wall muscle defects, apparently due to poor
muscle–lamina attachments in both tissues (D. Hall, W. G.
Wadsworth, and E. Hedgecock, unpublished observations;
Gettner et al., 1995). Finally, unc-52(e998) mutants exhibit
an unusual phenotype when sheath cell contractions are
observed by time-lapse Nomarski videomicroscopy: the
sheath cells appear to slide with respect to the gonadal basal
lamina when they contract, suggesting that adherence be-
tween the sheath cells and the basal lamina is compromised
(D. Greenstein, unpublished observations).

A Model for Yolk Transport into Oocytes

Electron microscopic analysis has revealed that the proxi-
mal sheath cells have a novel structure with multiple small
pores forming conduits through the sheath cell to the
surface of the oocyte. Sheath pores were observed by three
independent EM methods: (1) thin-section analysis of intact
and dissected gonadal preparations, including serial-section
analysis of intact animals; (2) freeze-fracture analysis; and
(3) SEM analysis. Thin sections and immunoEM of intact
animals suggested that yolk protein particles were associ-
ated with the sheath pores. Previously, Doniach and
Hodgkin (1984) used TEM to compare the appearance of
oocytes from the wild type with those found in a sex
determination mutant combination that produces oocytes
but no yolk proteins. Based on this analysis it was suggested
that the electron-dense granules within the oocyte were
yolk granules. Our immunoEM results support this hypoth-
esis.

Based on these results, we propose that yolk particles pass
through the gonadal basal lamina, move through sheath
pores, and are endocytosed by oocytes. We found little
evidence for transcytosis of yolk particles through sheath
cells by electron microscopy, immunofluorescence, or im-
munoEM. Yolk uptake is highly asymmetric and most
frequently occurs in the three most proximal oocytes in
young adults. Yolk uptake by fertile adult hermaphrodites
appears to be a highly efficient process: most yolk is
observed within the intestine or entering oocytes; almost
none is seen within sheath cells, and very little is seen in
the pseudocoelom. These observations lead us to speculate
that yolk transfer through sheath pores is an active process.
Furthermore, mutations which interfere with oocyte forma-

tion or development cause a buildup of yolk in the d

Copyright © 1999 by Academic Press. All right
seudocoelom but not in sheath cells, suggesting that
emand for more yolk by proximal oocytes drives an active
rocess that is unlikely to involve transcytosis (D. Hall and
. Greenstein, unpublished results). If yolk was transported

o oocytes via sheath cell transcytosis, we would expect
hat yolk would accumulate in proximal sheath cells in
ocyte development mutants.
Yolk uptake by proximal oocytes shows structural hall-
arks of endocytosis: membrane specialization is observed

n the cytoplasmic side of the oocyte membrane where
pposed to yolk particles (i.e., the contact point) and this
embrane deforms to create characteristic out-pocketings.
his observation was contrary to our expectation that

n-pocketings would be more common at these contact
oints. One possibility is that the characteristic membrane
ut-pocketings represent an early intermediate in yolk
ptake.
The sheath pores are unusual cellular structures and the
echanism by which they are assembled or stabilized is

nknown. Similar cellular structures are found in verte-
rate endothelial cells that comprise fenestrated capillaries.
lthough endothelial cell fenestrae in many organs are

overed by thin diaphragms, the 60- to 80-nm-diameter
ores in mammalian glomerular capillary endothelium are
pen, similar to the pores in C. elegans sheath cells. Open
enestrae of sinusoidal endothelia in liver are even less
egular in shape and reach diameters of several hundred
anometers (Simionescu and Simionescu, 1988). Endothe-
ial cell pores facilitate selective permeability required for
fficient absorption, secretion, and filtering (see Cines et
l., 1998, for a review) in a similar fashion to which sheath
ores facilitate yolk transport. We speculate that there are
imilarities in the developmental mechanisms by which
ores form in these vastly different cell types. It is not
nown how yolk particles are able to pass through the
onadal basal lamina. It is also unclear whether sheath
ores change in size when the sheath cell contracts; how-
ver, SEM data show that pores can be stretched by artifac-
ual forces arising during the preparation of the sample.
ecently, Fire et al. (1998) have shown that double-stranded
NA-mediated gene interference can be observed in the
erm line following injections into the pseudocoelom or the
ntestine. We speculate that the injected RNA enters the
erm line in part through sheath pores.

The Role of Distal Sheath Cells

Recently, McCarter et al. (1997) reported an extensive
series of cell ablation experiments demonstrating that cells
of the sheath-spermathecal (SS) lineages promote germline
proliferation and pachytene exit. Specifically, the distal
sheath cells (pairs 1 and 2) were suggested to promote
pachytene exit. In young adults, germ cells exit the
pachytene stage of meiosis as they traverse the gonad loop.
Genetic analysis has demonstrated that genes of the RAS
and MAP kinase pathways are also required in the germ line
for pachytene exit (Church et al., 1995). A major phenotypic

ifference is that mutations in RAS/MAP kinase pathway
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genes also result in germ cell disorganization. An attractive
hypothesis is that the distal sheath cells directly signal
germ cells to exit the pachytene stage of the cell cycle using
extracellular signaling molecules that trigger genes of the
RAS MAP kinase pathway subsequent to receptor activa-
tion in the germ line. The identification of genes required in
distal sheath cells for pachytene exit would provide strong
support for this hypothesis.

The possibility that distal sheath cells provide nutritional
support for germ cells was also considered (McCarter et al.,
1997). Our observations of close apposition of distal sheath
cell processes and germ cells as well as the presence of rare
adhesive junctions are suggestive of direct cell–cell inter-
actions. The distal sheath cells are enriched in Golgi
apparatus leading us to suggest that these cells may also
have a secretory function. This hypothesized secretory
function would fit well with the idea that distal sheath cells
provide nutritional support for germ cells or provide growth
factors to promote meiotic cell cycle progression. Develop-
ment of distal germ cells is clearly not nourished by yolk
protein, which is not found in distal germ cells or the
rachis.

The Distal Tip Cell, Distal Sheath Cells, and the
Mitotic Zone

The dtc regulates germ cell mitosis and entry into mei-
otic prophase (Kimble and White, 1981). According to the
current model, the dtc expresses the LAG-2 ligand, which
activates the GLP-1 Notch-family receptor in the germ line
(Austin and Kimble, 1989; Lambie and Kimble, 1991; Crit-
tenden et al., 1994; Henderson et al., 1994; Tax et al., 1994).
glp-1 signaling in the germ line is necessary and sufficient
to trigger entry into mitosis and/or inhibit entry into the
meiotic pathway (Austin and Kimble, 1989; Berry et al.,
997; Kadyk and Kimble, 1998). Signaling from Notch-
amily receptors has been extensively studied (see
rtavanis-Tsakonas et al., 1999, for a review) and several
odels have been presented for the inductive interaction
ediated by GLP-1 (Yochem and Greenwald, 1989; Crit-

enden et al., 1994; Henderson et al., 1997). In Drosophila,
analysis of genetic mosaics suggests that the Notch ligand
Delta acts over a short range to signal adjacent cells
(Heitzler and Simpson, 1991). Consistent with this obser-
vation, mutant analysis and transgenic experiments re-
vealed a critical role of the transmembrane domain for
LAG-2 function (Henderson et al., 1997). Transgenic experi-
ments also showed that truncated diffusible ligands could
confer wild-type function, but abnormal development often
ensued, owing to ectopic proliferation (Fitzgerald and
Greenwald, 1995; Henderson et al., 1997). Thus, the extent
to which the dtc contacts germ cells is likely to be a critical
parameter for understanding the inductive interaction in
the wild-type gonad. We have visualized the dtc processes
using SEM, TEM, and fluorescence microscopy. The dtc
processes make close contact with germ cells in the mitotic
zone. Both SEM and TEM analyses show that the dtc

processes are continuous with the cell body. The lengths of
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the dtc processes tend to vary, but they tend to be shorter
than the maximal extent of the mitotic zone (average of 8 6
4 germ cell diameters from the distal tip). The observation
that germ cells located within approximately the first 10
cell diameters from the dtc are likely to be located within
;2 cell diameters of a dtc process suggests that as germ
cells move proximally they may encounter a process. Simi-
larly, new germ cells born in the mitotic zone may also
contact a dtc process. It will be important to determine
whether the dtc processes are dynamic by obtaining time-
resolved images of the dtc processes in vivo. It is possible
that the dtc signal may also be presented to germ cells in
the form of secreted or shed dtc material. For example,
other TEM data indicate that the dtc is vigorously secre-
tory. In fact, fragments of detached or shed dtc material
were frequently observed trailing beyond the dtc processes
by TEM (D. Hall and E. Hedgecock, unpublished results).
Such shed dtc material may retain biological activity.

Direct visualization of pair 1 sheath cells using a GFP
reporter established that these cells extend over the distal
arm to reach approximately 19 germ cell diameters from the
distal tip cell. Thus, the distal extent of pair 1 sheath cells
correlates with the proximal border of the mitotic zone
(Crittenden et al., 1994). We speculate that the distal sheath
cells may restrict the diffusion of the LAG-2 ligand from the
dtc (Henderson et al., 1994), thereby contributing to the
sharp border of the mitotic zone (Crittenden et al., 1994).
Consistent with this hypothesis, mutations in epi-1 result
in detachment of the distal sheath cells from the germ line
and also cause germ cell overproliferation (D. Hall and E.
Hedgecock, unpublished data). Despite these consistent
data, further experiments will be needed to determine
whether the distal sheath cells regulate germ cell mitosis. If
this speculation is borne out by subsequent experimenta-
tion, then it is likely that cells of the sheath-spermathecal
lineages can have both positive and negative effects on
germline proliferation because McCarter et al. (1997) dem-
onstrated that ablation of both SS cells in a gonad arm
results in defective germline proliferation.

Germ cells divide distally and move proximally as they
enter meiosis and undergo gametogenesis. How does the
distal sheath maintain its position relative to a moving
germ line? One possibility is that the distal sheath’s longi-
tudinal cytoskeletal elements and filopodia function to
retain the sheath’s “grip” upon the outer edge of the germ
cells, in effect pulling the sheath past the germ cells as they
slowly move proximally underneath. Although formally
possible, the intricate cytoskeletal reinforcements underly-
ing the distal sheath’s insertion between germ cells, the
presence of focal adhesions, and the very delicate nature of
the thinner portions of the sheath argue against this possi-
bility. Alternatively, sheath cell 1 could grow distally at
roughly the same rate as the mitotic germ line creates new
unsheathed germ cells in the bare region with new sheath
membrane being added distally (cf. Pfenninger and Fried-
man, 1993) and older membrane recycled at some proximal

locale. According to this model, the distal sheath filopodia
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121EM of the Adult Hermaphrodite Gonad
may actively search in a distal direction in order to extend
and grow new sheath elements to cover the bare region.
Without such action, the distal border of sheath cell 1
might gradually drift proximally, leaving more germ cells
exposed. Studies of mutants as well as experimental ma-
nipulations of living gonads may help to resolve these
possibilities.
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